Canada’s $6.8 billion grape and wine industry faces several multifaceted challenges in order to sustain its economic impact and meet its growth potential.

To address these challenges, CCOVI researchers are leading a five year, $1.42 million integrated research program to improve grapevine health, wine quality, market competitiveness and the sustainability of the Canadian industry.

Project lead Debbie Inglis, director of CCOVI, says many of the challenges the industry faces are due to changing climate conditions that must be addressed by working closely with industry partners.

“The outcomes of this research program will continue to open new doors for Canadian wine while also increasing Canada’s reputation as a global leader in cool climate oenology and viticulture,” says Inglis.

CCOVI’s senior scientists Belinda Kemp and Jim Willwerth will be collaborating with Inglis on the program’s various projects which include identifying the best clone and rootstock combinations for Ontario’s climate and soil types, developing vineyard practices tailored to sparkling wine production, and managing tannins in Canadian red wines.

Grape growers will be able to use the clone and rootstock results to help overcome climate change challenges and the project will also commercialize precise decision-making tools and real-time monitoring technologies for growers and winemakers.

To support this research, CCOVI received a $600,000 grant from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC), $345,000 in funding from Ontario Grape and Wine Research Inc. and in-kind support from industry partners totaling $484,600.

“By leveraging funding and support from both government and industry, we are able to address timely, industry-driven research questions that will help sustain the industry’s growth,” says Inglis.

Industry partners contributing in-kind support to the project include Chateau des Charmes, Constellation Brands Canada, Huebel Grapes Estates, Schenck Farms and Greenhouses, Trius Winery at Hillebrand and Ziraldo Estate Wines.

This funding will be used to support five interrelated research projects based out of CCOVI:
• Clone and rootstock combinations for the Canadian climate and terroir
• Cold hardness predictive systems with automation to mitigate the impact of cold weather events on grapevines
• Impact of leaf removal timing and severity on red and sparkling wine quality
• TanninAlert: an online tannin management tool for Ontario winemakers. The impact from CCOVI’s research and activities goes beyond the grape industry.

The impact from CCOVI’s research and activities goes beyond the grape and wine industry. A recently released economic impact study found that in 2014-15 the institute contributed more than $91-million and the equivalent of 307 jobs to Ontario’s economy.
Research shows how Internet influences offline shopping

Reminding in-store consumers that information is available online makes them more likely to purchase products, a new research study from Brock University shows.

Antonia Mantonakis, an associate professor of marketing at Brock’s Goodman School of Business and a CCOVI Fellow, recently co-authored a paper that will be published in an upcoming edition of the Journal of Marketing Research about the consumer behaviour theory behind consumers’ offline purchasing decisions.

The research shows that reminders of the Internet influence offline purchasing behaviours in a somewhat unexpected way. The simple presence of a product website can affect in-store purchasing decisions even when the website is not actually visited by the consumer.

Mantonakis says this is particularly true of complicated or little-known products where there is an overwhelming amount of information to absorb. Consumers’ confidence in a product is increased when they are reminded that product details are easily accessible to them.

“Imagine you go into a winery and do a tasting of a Sauvignon Blanc. The staff tell you the aromas and flavours, what it pairs with, and the price of a bottle. Simply being told by the staff that ‘this information is also available online’ might make you more confident about the product details, leading to purchase,” she says.

In research experiments involving products such as wine and melatonin sleep aids, Mantonakis and colleagues Rajesh Bhargave from University of Texas, San Antonio, and Katherine White from the University of British Columbia’s Sauder School of Business found that by simply including reminders of website information on in-store signage and labels, managers saw an increase in sales.

In a field study at Riverview Cellars, managers saw an increase in sales whenever customers were reminded that the product, pairing and winery information was all online.

This reminder that product data is available online is referred to as a “cue-of-the-cloud” and is in line with other research that shows people use their smartphones as an extension of their own memory.

“You don’t have to remember phone numbers anymore. You don’t have to remember directions or product-related information. Virtually everything is stored in your phone or on Google. Previous research has shown that people think this is like a memory partner,” she said.

Consumers’ heavy reliance on the Internet and their ability to quickly access an array of data at any point in time works to the advantage of product managers who can use subtle reminders of this, especially when selling complicated or little-known products.

This research was recently featured in a Conversations with Goodman podcast. Listen here: https://soundcloud.com/brock-university/conversations-with-goodman-episode-16

CCOVI Fellow recognized for teaching excellence

Dirk De Clerq, a CCOVI Fellow and Professor at Brock’s Goodman School of Business was recently recognized for excellence in mentoring Master’s students.

Awarded with Brock’s 2016 Graduate Mentorship Award, his students praised him for being a keen and supportive educator.

As a mentor who sets a very high performance standard, De Clerq “always makes sure that his students receive proper guidance and support in order to meet those performance standards.”

CCOVI focuses on education at i4C

CCOVI will once again play an educational role at the International Cool Climate Chardonnay Celebration (i4C) this July.

CCOVI oenologist Belinda Kemp will take part in the School of Cool viticultural and winemaking sessions July 22.

Guests attending the Cool Chardonnay World Tour July 23 will get to participate in CCOVI’s ‘What kind of cool are you?’ palate profiling exercise.

To purchase tickets, visit coolcharadonnay.org

Students supported by scholarships

Brock graduate and undergraduate students have recently been honoured for their academic achievements with scholarships to support their studies.

Jennifer Kelly, a PhD candidate in biotechnology, has been awarded the $5,000 Dr. Joseph A. Peller Scholarship and $5,605 Goldsmith Wyatt Mathematics Science Scholarship.

The Donald Ziraldo and Laura McCain CCOVI Director’s Award of $1,485 was given to MSc candidate Margaret Thibodeau.

MSc candidate Esther Onguta received the Dean of Graduate Studies Scholarship for $4,000.

Fourth-year OEVI student Damian Espinase Nandorfy received the Ontario Hostelry Institute’s $3,500 Oenology and Viticulture scholarship.
Cuvée Grand Tasting celebrates Ontario VQA wine

A sold-out crowd of more than 800 people celebrated excellence in Ontario VQA winemaking March 4 at the 2016 Cuvée Grand Tasting.

The 28th annual tasting organized by CCOVI is one of the largest celebrations of Ontario VQA wine. Hosted at the Scotiabank Convention Centre, the event featured 48 VQA wineries and 12 celebrated chefs.

“Not only does Cuvée showcase top VQA wine to consumers, the event helps the industry continue to grow by funding valuable research and scholarships,” says Cuvée manager Barb Tatarnic.

At a VIP awards ceremony prior to the Grand Tasting, two individuals were recognized for their contributions to the grape and wine industry.

Father and son grape growers Howard and Wes Lowrey from St. David’s were honoured with the Cuvée Vineyard of Excellence Award sponsored by BASF Canada Inc. The 2016 category was best red vinifera and the Lowrey’s were recognized for their Cabernet Sauvignon vineyard. The winner is chosen by an expert panel that makes field visits throughout the growing season to monitor quality.

Viticulturist Lloyd Schmidt (left) accepts his award from Tony Aspler (right).

The Tony Aspler Cuvée Award of Excellence was presented to viticulturist Lloyd Schmidt. The award’s notation recognized Schmidt for “advancing viticulture in Ontario by accessing the best vinifera varietals from nurseries around the world and fighting bureaucracy to do it.”

The Cuvée en Route program allowed guests to continue their wine weekend with exclusive tasting flights at 35 participating wineries across the Niagara peninsula from March 4-6.

Proceeds from the Grand Tasting contribute to the Cuvée Legacy Fund which provides scholarships and supports industry-driven research.

BASF Canada Inc. sponsorship sends top OEVI students to Cuvée

Study finds cultivating evangelism key to reputation building

Looking at the Ontario industry’s quest for recognition as a world-class wine region, researchers have found that cultivating evangelism among wine connoisseurs, media and restaurants plays an important role in spreading the gospel of the wineries practice and the quality of Ontario winemaking.

The paper titled “Evangelism and the amazing spread of quality reputation of Ontario winemaking” represents five years of work by CCOVI Fellow Maxim Voronov and his Goodman School of Business colleague Wesley Helms.

“Much like going to church, the ritualized tours, wine tastings and events create social interactions that connected them to winemakers and the wine itself,” said Voronov.

Researchers emphasized that these tours and tastings must be more than marketing and aim to create an authentic relationship between wineries and their guests.

The full report is available here: brocku.ca/webfm_send/41006

Vineyard of Excellence nominations open

Nominations for the 2017 Cuvée Vineyard of Excellence award will be open until June 27. This year’s category is best white vinifera. Contact ccovi@brocku.ca for details.

CCOVI Updates

• CCOVI’s annual lecture series wrapped up its season April 13th. Catch up on the latest research from our Researchers, Fellows and Professional Affiliates here: brocku.ca/ccovi/outreach-services/ccovi-lecture-series
• CCOVI welcomed renowned viticulturist Richard Smart April 29th. Watch it here: brocku.ca/ccovi/outreach-services/workshop-seminar-videos
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